
5 Key questions on 2nd anniversary of the Madrid bombings:

Who

1. thought up
2. planned

3. organized
4. manipulated

5. benefited from

Madrid´s 11-M?

A report which gives some clues to answer the 3 first three 
questions as the last two could be answered by Rodriguez 

Zapatero himself.
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1. Introduction

The objective of this basic report is to compile key, clear and straight-forward information 
for the attention of the international media at the time the second anniversary of the Madrid 
bombings approaches.

Prior to the premiership of José María Aznar in 1996, there was a view out there in the 
business market place that Spain was still a second division country within Europe.  Felipe 
Gonzalez left power amid a series of up to 23 corruption scandals which affected either 
him or his Spanish Workers Socialist Party.  Gonzalez had at some point in time accepted 
the two divisions in Europe i.e. he had given up on Spain joining the Euro in its first round 
and was publicly stating that if Italy would not join, it would not be a tragedy for Spain 
either.

Those  were  the days  were the  Spaniards  business  men were  still  regarded as  waflers, 
wordy type of people, exaggerators etc.  

But after 8 years of successful i.e. year-on year spectacular growth under José María Aznar 
the situation was so dramatically overturned that still in February 2005 a German web 
www.desdeelexilio.com (which translates as www.fromthexile.com ) pointed out in this 
article http://www.desdeelexilio.com/2005/02/28/este-pais-no-es-un-desastre/ based on 
information from the German newspaper Die Welt 
http://www.welt.de/data/2005/02/28/545550.html?s=1 which in turn reflected on what the 
Deutsche Bank Research reports published 
http://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000183205.PDF

that  “if  we  continue  the  trend  of  the  last  20  years  Germany Hill  become soon a  net 
beneficiary (and not a contributor) of the EU.  Spain, Ireland, France and the UK will be 
the engines of the European economy in the next 10 years.  Spain, which in recent years 
made  great  investments  in  education  and  labour  market,  and  which  every  day  is 
establishing itself more as a commercial bridge between Europe and Latin America, will 
collect the fruits of that strategy in the coming years”.  According to the Deutsche Bank 
Research estimates, Spain could leave both Germany and the UK behind in renta per capita 
(i.e. income per household)

Therefore left-wingers skeptical take all biased opinions out of your mind.  Spain is today 
the 8th largest economy in the world and as such this report must be treated with respect. 
We will not waffle.  We are in the Information Age.  The Internet passed the benchmark of 
50 million household plus in just 4 years whereas this benchmark required the radio and 
the TV decades.

It is logical therefore that our sources of information are first class websites in Spanish 
namely:

http://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000183205.PDF
http://www.desdeelexilio.com/2005/02/28/este-pais-no-es-un-desastre/
http://www.from/
http://www.desdeelexilio.com/


www.elmundo.es
www.libertaddigital.com
www.elconfidencial.com
www.elconfidencialdigital.com
www.elsemanaldigital.com
www.elplural.com
www.hispanidad.com
http://www.espanaliberal.com/
http://www.asturiasliberal.org/
www.minutodigital.com
http://redliberal.com
www.desdeelexilio.com
http://www.ajopringue.com/
http://batiburrillo.redliberal.com/
http://www.noticiasdeeurabia.wordpress.com/
www.antizp.org
www.hasta-los-huevos.com
http://www.pacotaco.com
www.elbobosolemne.blogspot.com
http://adelanteespana.blogspot.com
http://www.prevostmazp.blogspot.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/graciasaznar
http://www.zetapolleces.com
http://www.elbatzoki.com
http://www.elzapatazo.com
http://www.libertaddigital.com/bitacora/enigmas11m/

We could honestly write 100 pages with all the names of the blogspots which exist now in 
Spain.  They are in excess of 1.000 and the velocity of information when it comes to the 
Madrid bombings is truly remarkable to the extent that already in October 2005 an article 
called 
‘The power of Internet against Zapatero: a 100 pages report echoes the opposition in 
the Internet against the Government and the Prime Minister”

by http://www.elconfidencial.com/buscador/noticia.asp?sec=23&id=778

focused on the overwhelming number of websites.  A real blogosphere aimed at seeking 
the truth of the Madrid bombings emerged in 2004 and at present has become the leading 
task force to come to the root cause of the bombings.
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2. What did not happen: it was not Al-Qaeda

If we asked every single Spaniard the 5 key questions about the Madrid bombings i.e. 

Who:

1. thought up
2. planned
3. organized
4. manipulated
5. benefited from

Madrid´s 11-M?

The standard pattern of the answers would not be very different i.e.

a) The last two questions can be answered by Rodriguez Zapatero himself

- it is clear that the Spanish Workers Socialist Party benefited from the massacre to 
reach power unexpectedly (never ever a brand new candidate can in an election 
overthrown a government with absolute majority).  Quite rightly, the Wall Street 
Journal calls Mr. Zapatero “president by accident”

- it is also clear that the monopoly exercise by the Socialist media groups with 
leading radios, newspapers and televisions was manipulative of the Madrid 
bombings as to maliciously accuse the Aznar´s government of lying.  Today we 
still do not know what were the exact lies of José María Aznar.

b) The first three questions remain an open mystery.  However it is clear that

- the idea of the bombings was not thought up in an Afghanistan cave 
- the planning of the bombings 4 days a general election was not an Al-Qaeda 
strategy
- the organisation of the bombing in central Madrid required an expertise and 
infrastructure which had nothing to do with poor Moroccan immigrants now in jail 
but not clear suspects as www.elmundo.es has denounced over and over.

Perhaps the best and bravest article on this is the one written by Federico Quevedo in his 
famous section DOS PALABRAS (TWO WORDS) of elconfidencial.com one week after 
the London bombings on July 7th  The article is worth reading:

http://www.elmundo.es/


DOS PALABRAS (TWO WORDS)

Lessons from 7-J or how it is every day becoming clearer that the Madrid bombings 
was not the work of Al-Qaeda 
fquevedo@elconfidencial.com

Friday 15th July, 2005

http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?pagina=16&edicion=15/07/2005&pass
=&sec=25&id=464

In the article the journalist raises a number of key issues

• A week  later  we  realize  that  what  happened  in  New York,  London,  Bali  and 
Casablanca  had  the  objective  of  attacking  our  way  of  living.   In  Madrid,  the 
objective was topple a government

• In all  the aforementioned attacks there were suicide terrorists,  except in Madrid 
which per se evidences the enormous distance between what happened in London 
and in Spain.  The fact that only link was the Muslim origin of the terrorists does 
not apply to Madrid where there are another factors due to very suspicious links 
which have nothing to do with the Islamic fundamentalism

• In London, what has happened corresponds itself with the manual of action of the 
Islamic terrorism whereas in Madrid it runs away from it.  I surely doubt that in the 
UK we will find
- neither police informers/confidants involved; 
- nor , say, Scottish miners selling dynamite to the Islamics;
- nor mobiles as bomb detonators;
- nor a terrorist affiliated to a political party;
- nor militants of that political party visiting terrorists in prison; 
- nor finally has not anybody from the press invented from the very first moment of 
the existence of suicide terrorists to consolidate the belief that it as a Islamic attack 
as they did here in Madrid

• It is true that a few days later the supposedly material authors committed suicide in 
Leganes but instead of clearing all the doubts off what this event did was to trigger 
more doubts as the only goal of this event was to erase fingerprints.  It was not a 
terrorist suicide act otherwise another 100 people would have been murdered, it 
was another secret service operation.  Which secret service?  That is the question.

• The London bombings are the work of the ideological network/umbrella called Al-
Qaeda but all the clues in Madrid lead to first the preparation and the achievement 
of the objectives rather than any criminal will from Bin Laden.  Those who thought 
up of the Madrid attacks took advantage of the circumstances (i.e. Iraq’s war) and 
Bin Laden criminal will.  But the objective of those who masterminded the attacks 
was another one: the Government and only by pulling the thread we will be able to 
reach the origin of the tangle (ball)

http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?pagina=16&edicion=15/07/2005&pass=&sec=25&id=464
http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?pagina=16&edicion=15/07/2005&pass=&sec=25&id=464
mailto:fquevedo@elconfidencial.com


3. The number of suspects

www.elmundo.es is  the  digital  edition  of  Spain’s  leading  investigative  newspaper:  El 
Mundo.   This  leading  role  was  key  to  overthrown the  Gonzalez  government  when  it 
became clear  that  the  anti-terrorist  group ,  GAL,  was created  by  key  members  of  his 
Socialist Party who ended up in jail.

From the  very  beginning  www.elmundo.es has  been  publishing  all  the  inconsistencies 
explained by Quevedo above (police informers/confidants involved; say, Scottish miners 
selling dynamite to the Islamics; mobiles as bomb detonators;  a terrorist  affiliated to a 
political party; militants of that political party visiting terrorists in prison)

Thereafter El Mundo has published two key issues which raises further suspicions:

• The security cameras did not work at the Alcala de Henares train station on 11th 

March due to a fault which remains unexplained to date.  Who believes this was 
just a pure coincidence?

• Out of round about 110 initial detainees, only 40 remain in prison.  And yet only 1 
of them could be (but there are reasonable doubts) one of the attackers.  His name 
is Jamal Zougam

In his built-up of what seems to be a revelation on 11th March 2006, second anniversary of 
the bombings, of what happened, El Mundo published, on 2nd March 2006, in its front 
page, the following:

1. Jamal Zougam stated to the judge “ Those who sold the telephone mobile cards 
used in the 11th March bombings are out there free; I have been for 2 years in jail 
and I do not know why, I did not sell those cards”

2. Rafa Zouhier, a police (Civil Guard) informer/confidant stated “ I did not know that 
Civil Guard was an armed gang.  I would again warn them of what was going to 
happen but I did not know how they work and that they would not do anything.  I 
warned them of the explosives used in the 11th March bombings”.  The prosecutor 
accuses Zouhier of collaboration with armed gang according to El Mundo

http://www.elmundo.es/
http://www.elmundo.es/


4. The true story behind the tape, the event that swapped the world’s attention

When at around 20 hours of the 11th of March 2004, the then Spanish Interior Minister 
Angel Acebes stated that an Arabic tape had been found in a van close to the train stations 
and  that  all  the  lines  of  investigations  remained  open,  CNN  International,  namely  a 
journalist called Zain Verjee, insisted in the possibility of Al-Qaeda as the perpetrator on 
the grounds that ETA normally gives a warning before the explosions.  She could not have 
done a better  propaganda to bring confusion to the arena, could she?  The fact is that 
Acebes , who was far too transparent from 11th to 14th March, disclosing all what he heard 
without checking out the facts, did say that such a tape could have been bought in any 
second-hand market in Madrid.

2 years later we know the following:

1. The tape was not there when the van was found in the morning
2. The porter who reported the van to the police had an encounter with a member of 

the  Spanish  Worker  Socialist  Party  before  he  testified  to  Congress  in  the 
Investigation Commission

3. The porter did say that he knew (?) that the van (searched by the police) not by him 
had such a tape

4. Subsequent police testimonies denied the version of the porter
5. The tape was put in the van after it was sent to a police station
6. It was found by a Syrian national, Kalaji who works as Spanish policeman and is a 

former bodyguard of Arafat.  He is the one who runs a shop which liberated the 
mobile phones supposedly used for the bombings.  Kalaji was a close friend of the 
terrorist  Mouhannad  Almallah,  who  became  a  Spanish  Worker  Socialist  Party 
member after the bombings and was expelled out

7. His sister is a policewoman who does a translator job for the Police from Arabic to 
Spanish of the conversations held between those who had the explosives



5. Neither the explosive type nor the bombs are clear to date

Half he way of this report any literate reader should have already come to terms with one 
key conclusion which is that the story that the Socialist oriented media sold to the world: 
Al  Qaeda  attacked  Spain  because  of  José  María  Aznar  support  of  Bush  is  just  pure 
nonsense.

However the issue of the explosives becomes another key factor to unveil the conspiracy. 
This is what happened

• The police on the ground reported that the explosives were Titadyne,  the most 
recent type of explosives used by ETA

• Later on it turned out that the police made a mistake (?) and that explosive was not 
Titadyne but G-2 apparently supplied by the “Scottish” miner (in reality someone 
from the mines of Asturias, northern Spain)

• As of today, El Mundo questions that not even the explosive type is known.  Rather 
other sources such as Luis del Pino in www.libertaddigital.com point towards the 
existence of an army type explosive.

The above in itself is sufficient to demonstrate that nothing really serious is yet known 
about the case.  However there are more overwhelming inconsistencies.

• The bombs were planned to exploit in carriages 1, 4, 5,6 of each of the 4 trains
• However the explosive used in carriage 1 was completely different (probably G-2) 

to that of 4,5,6 which was far more powerful and probably the military type one
• However ONLY 1 explosive exploded in carriage 1 (Tellez train) but not the others 

particularly the ones of Atocha and El Pozo station; and
• Yet,  a  rucksack  was  found  in  Atocha  station  (far  away  from  the  railways) 

supposedly to explode

Pedro J. Ramirez in his Sunday’s editor letter of 5th March 2006 wrote the following “If I 
told you reader that we know all what happened on 11th March 2004, or even that we 
have a closed theory about the facts and that we are pending just a verification, I 
would be making things up.  However what I dare to affirm is the following

1. That I have the conviction that the reality has been manipulated through the 
introduction of false proofs aimed at deceiving both the judge and the public;

2. That the van, the rucksack and the car are part of this fake
3. That this implies the participation of members of the Spanish police and secret 

service if not in the commission of the attacks at least in the distortion of facts 
to serve political objectives.”

Despite the high profile role of Pedro J Ramirez the question which comes to mind: how is 
it possible that false evidence is introduced the same day of the bombings without being 
aware of what was going to happen.

http://www.libertaddigital.com/


6. The Huarte case: his relationship with Islamic terrorists

On  17th March  2005  http://elmundo.es/elmundo/2005/03/16/espana/1111002587.html 
also  revealed  that  the  Popular  Party  (PP)   asked  for  the  reopening  of  the  Congress 
Investigation Commission upon news published by La Nueva España, a Gijon based news 
paper,  that  the comer Security Officer of  the Spanish Worker Socialist  Party  in  Gijon 
visited  the  Islamic  terrorist  Abdelkrim  Bensmail,  right  hand  man  of  Alekema Lamari 
supposedly  one  of  the  key  terrorists  who  officially  committed  suicide  in  Leganes 
(something that Quevedo doubts) 

The PP spokesman Vicente Martínez Pujalte, stated the need that Huarte, Chairman of the 
National Association of Friends of the Palestine nation , Al-Fathah, was interrogated in the 
Congress.   Bensmail  was  condemned for  being a  militant  of  the GIA (Islamic Armed 
Group) and was considered a suspect of the terrorist command which in 2004 wanted to 
attack the Spanish National Court with 500 kilograms of explosives.

To date, as it happens normally in Spain, nothing has been done and Huarte has vanished. 
Nobody knows where he is.

http://elmundo.es/elmundo/2005/03/16/espana/1111002587.html


7 The ties between the Spanish Socialists and the Islamic radicals

If the skeptical reader things all this report is fake, here is our next surprise.

On 28th February 2006, El Mundo, in its  very front page published that Radical  Shies 
Leaders met seven days at the Local Headquarters of the Spanish Workers Socialist Party 
in Fuengirola, province of Malaga, Spain.

El Mundo said that there was a convention there from 2nd to 9th of February in which the 
attendees were:

• 45 Iraqis 
• 4 Lebanese also 
• Hassan Ali Bachir,  Spain´s manager of the Amal movement which supports the 

shies terrorism; and
• Ahmed Khall Abou Mrcher an arms trader who is related to the Syrian national 

Monzer Al Kassar

The newspaper went further to add that Spain´s famous Costa del Sol has become a refuge 
for Islamic radicals.



8. The most plausible assumption: the tripod 

With all this scenario the reader has hopefully realized already that what the world learned 
of the Madrid bombings in March 2004 was simply untrue.  There is yet more to come.

After ETA sent a communiqué to the BBC, using for the first time ever, of its rhetoric 
statement of “armed actions” on the Madrid bombings, on 26th November 2005, Federico 
Quevedo published perhaps yet the most plausible assumption “ The mortal tripod of 
Zapatero” in http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?id=810

In this article the journalist states

• I believe, and I say this with the reservation that such a statement entails, that the 
same what took Rodriguez Zapatero to power, Madrid 11th March bombings, will 
kick him out

• The last communiqué from ETA has confirmed many of the suspicions which in 
the last 19 months, since Rodriguez Zapatero, came to power I was warning the 
reader of

• I always defended that the 2004 meeting (2 months before the bombings) between 
Carod Rovira ( the Catalan radical now an ally of Zapatero) and ETA leaders in 
Perpignan, France was to agree a common goal: independence for both Catalonia 
and the Basque Country from Spain.  And I did say that if Zapatero won the 
elections such a pact would compromise the policies of the new government.  And 
ETA´s communiqué says that they want recognition of Catalonia and the Basque 
Country as a nation and international supervision of such a process, which means 
surrendering our democracy to the assassins

• For the first time ETA´s communiqué refers to the Madrid bombings as “armed 
actions” their normal wording.  Literally ETA says “ The Spanish State Powers 
have not overcome the crisis open with the 11th March 2004 armed actions and the 
majority of the political parties and media suffer from the contradictions generated 
by this event”

• Quevedo self-thinks: Armed actions.

What are they going to say all those who have spent time and effort to lead us to 
believe that ETA assassins were not as bad as 11th March assassins?

My answer is that they are both as bad and they even have common interests. 
Something related to all this is the third leg of this table, the involvement of certain 
secret services, which is on its way to become published

Why does ETA believe that the Spanish State Powers have not overcome the crisis 
open with the 11th March 2004 armed actions and the majority of the political 
parties and media suffer from the contradictions generated by this event?

http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?id=810


Perhaps because it does know what is talking about and want someone else to self-
reflect of the consequences if we found out that ETA was involved in the 
bombings?

Sooner or later we will have more news which will confirm what happened: apart 
from being a terrorist attacked which murdered 191 people it was perfectly 
designed to topple a democratically elected government.

The truth will make us free.



9. Ceuta y Melilla: the price to pay to Morocco 

To finalize the series of articles,  in relation to the tripod 2 articles one from Quevedo 
himself  in  el  confidencial.com,  and  one  from  Periodista  Digital 
http://blogs.periodistadigital.com/tizas.php/2005/11/06/el_asesor_de_zapatero_que_quiere
_entrega an anti Conservative website refer to the fact that Zapatero might surrender Ceuta 
and Melilla to Morocco

In http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?sec=25&edicion=30/09/2005&pass, 
Quevedo titles “The hand which rocks the cot or how Zapatero has agreed with 
Morocco the price of his victory: Ceuta and Melilla”

As we said at the very beginning, this report  is not for the left-wingers. 6 weeks after 
Quevedo´s article, elplural.com the unofficial Socialist Party website commented on the 
article and his journalist, a former Spanish Television Director, identified himself as his 
friend Felipe Gonzalez as the hand which rocks the cot when Quevedo never brought up 
his name

http://www.elconfidencial.com/opinion/indice.asp?sec=25&edicion=30/09/2005&pass
http://blogs.periodistadigital.com/tizas.php/2005/11/06/el_asesor_de_zapatero_que_quiere_entrega
http://blogs.periodistadigital.com/tizas.php/2005/11/06/el_asesor_de_zapatero_que_quiere_entrega


10. Conclusion: What next

If any of the readers think that this report is fake, put it in the bin.  All what we have done 
is to let the world know the status-quo of the Madrid bombings 2 years later.

Nothing  but  nothing  at  all,  is  clear  as  to  who thought  up,  planned and organized  the 
bombings.

However what is clear is that Rodriguez Zapatero could well answer who manipulated and 
benefited from the bombings.  The international media should ask him such a question.


